Abstract Substituted xylans play an important role in the structure and mechanics of the primary cell wall of plants. Arabinoxylans (AX) consist of a xylose backbone substituted with arabinose, while glucuronoarabinoxylans (GAX) also contain glucuronic acid substitutions and ferulic acid esters on some of the arabinoses. We provide a molecular-level description on the dependence of xylan conformational, selfaggregation properties and binding to cellulose on the degree of arabinose substitution. Molecular dynamics simulations reveal fully solubilized xylans with a low degree of arabinose substitution (lsAX) to be stiffer than their highly substituted (hsAX) counterparts. Small-angle neutron scattering experiments indicate that both wild-type hsAX and debranched lsAX form macromolecular networks that are penetrated by water. In those networks, lsAX are more folded and entangled than hsAX chains. Increased conformational entropy upon network formation for hsAX contributes to AX loss of solubility upon debranching. Furthermore, simulations show the intermolecular contacts to cellulose are not affected by arabinose substitution (within the margin of error). Ferulic acid is the GAX moiety found here to bind to cellulose most strongly, suggesting it may play an anchoring role to strengthen GAX-cellulose interactions. The above results suggest highly substituted GAX acts as a spacer, keeping cellulose microfibrils apart, whereas low substitution GAX is more localized in plant cell walls and promotes cellulose bundling.
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Introduction
Plant cell walls are of fundamental importance because they provide structural integrity and defense against pathogens. They are also used as a raw material by a growing number of industries, such as in food, paper, textiles and more recently in producing lignocellulosic biofuels and bioproducts (Doblin et al. 2014) . The structural and mechanical properties of primary cell walls are determined by their mesoscale architecture and the molecular interactions between their constituent polymers. The stiffest component of primary cell wall is cellulose, unbranched chains of glucose that pack into crystalline microfibrils. Cellulose fibers are embedded in a matrix of hemicellulose polysaccharides. In primary walls of monocots, the major hemicellulose is xylan, for example glucuronoarabinoxylan (GAX) in grasses and arabinoxylan (AX) in cereal grains. Xylans contain a xylose (Xyl) backbone with arabinose (Ara) and glucuronic acid (GlcA) side chains. In GAX, Ara residues can be further esterified with ferulic acid (FA). Here, we refer to the presence of Ara side-chains as ''substitutions'' to the Xyl backbone.
There is considerable evidence that GAX plays an important structural role in grasses (Anders et al. 2012; Darvill et al. 1980; Jones et al. 2003; Ochoa-Villarreal et al. 2012) . Highly substituted (hs) GAX, in which the majority of Xyl is substituted with Ara, was found to contribute to cell wall strength and mechanics in maize (Tabuchi et al. 2011) . Solubilization of hsGAX leads to increased plastic compliance and to a decrease of the force required to break the wall upon extension (Tabuchi et al. 2011) .
Due to their importance in grass wall structure, the interactions between GAX and cellulose have been studied extensively. These interactions include both covalent linkages and noncovalent interactions between hemicellulose and cellulose (referred to here as binding). 2D solid-state NMR (ssNMR), a technique that examines cell walls at high resolution and with minimum perturbation (Wang and Hong 2016; Wang et al. 2014 Wang et al. , 2016b White et al. 2014 ) of Brachypodium primary cell walls revealed that more rigid GAX approaches cellulose fibers at * 1 nm distances, with contacts involving both the backbone (Xyl) and side chains (Ara and FA) of GAX, while more mobile GAX fills the interfibrillar space . Characterizing the binding of cell wall loosening b-expansins has led to a conceptual account of GAX proximities to other grass cell wall polymers. Low substitution lsGAX binds to cellulose, whereas hsGAX does not. Instead hsGAX is assumed to bind to lsGAX, xyloglucan (XyG) and mixed-linkage glucan (MLG) (Wang et al. 2016a) . The load bearing role of hsGAX is thus attributed to its binding to matrix polysaccharides (hsGAX, XyG, MLG) that interact with cellulose (Wang et al. 2016a) .
Sequential chemical extraction of maize cell walls, a technique that examines cell wall interactions indirectly, leads to hsGAX being removed more easily than the less substituted lsGAX, where the proportion of Ara to Xyl is reduced (Carpita 1983 ). This suggests more Ara substitution weakens the association of GAX with cell wall components. The chemical extraction experiments are thus consistent with hsGAX being found in the interstitial matrix, whereas relatively unsubstituted GAX is tightly associated with cellulose microfibrils.
In vitro binding experiments of isolated cell wall components show that GAX lacking FA binds weakly to cellulose, but Ara substitution makes the binding even weaker (Carpita 1983; Köhnke et al. 2011) . The weak in vitro binding assays seemingly give different results to ssNMR experiments that show extensive GAX-cellulose contact in cell walls . Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which could be considered as in silico binding ''experiments'', demonstrate that stabilization of GAX-cellulose binding is determined by the position of the substitution linkage, rather than the chemical nature of the substituent, with a1-2 linked substitutions enhancing the binding most (Pereira et al. 2017) .
It has been also shown using NMR diffusometry that the solubility and the hydrodynamic properties of wheat AX depend on both degree of substitution and substitution pattern (Köhnke et al. 2011 ). Wild type highly substituted arabinoxylan (hsAX), is watersoluble. On the other hand enzymatic hydrolysis by preferential hydrolysis of Ara of monosubstituted Xyl leads to low substituted arabinoxylan (lsAX) that has lower solubility than the wild-type. However, the AX solubility doesn't change when enzymatically releasing the Ara of di-substituted Xyl. Solubility of AX was thus found to decrease as the number of unsubstituted Xyl residues increases. However, an understanding of the effect of Ara substitution on the conformations of arabinoxylans is lacking.
Here MD simulations and small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) are employed to investigate how the degree of Ara substitution affects the 3D structure, stiffness and binding properties of AX and GAX. SANS data revealed the formation of macromolecular inter-chain networks of AX chains, which are exposed to the aqueous solvent. lsAX samples were found to form larger aggregates compared to hsAX. Molecular dynamics simulations of fully solvated individual lsAX and hsAX molecules were employed to understand the role of Ara substitution at molecular level. We found that decreasing Ara substitution from 64 to 29% makes AX stiffer. Such increase in stiffness results in aggregation of lsAX, consistent with SANS measurements. Simulations of GAX-cellulose indicate that substitution doesn't affect the non-covalent interactions of GAX with cellulose. FA moieties are found to contribute strongly to cellulose binding in the MD simulations and density functional theory calculations, suggesting FA may play an anchoring role to attach GAX to the microfibrils. The results are consistent with hsGAX playing a spacer role in primary cell walls whereas lsGAX promotes cellulose fiber bundling.
Methods

Samples
Three wheat AX of varying Ara substitution and substitution pattern were purchased from Megazyme: a native, high substitution 'hsAX' (P-WAXYM, 61% Ara substitution, containing some doubly substituted D-xylosyl residues), enzymatically debranched 'ls_eAX' (P-EDWAX30, 43% Ara substitution, essentially devoid doubly substituted D-xylosyl residues) and acid debranched 'ls_aAX' (P-ADWAX26, 35% Ara substitution, containing some doubly substituted D-xylosyl residues).
Small angle neutron scattering
Small-angle neutron scattering data were collected at the Bio-SANS instrument (CG3) situated in the HighFlux Isotope Reactor Facility (HFIR) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Oak Ridge, TN) (Heller et al. 2014; Lynn et al. 2006) . A single instrument configuration was employed, which consisted of the main detector at 15.5 m from sample, the west wing detector at 1.4°from direct beam, 6 Å neutrons with 13% wavelength spread (Dk/k) and a sample aperture of 14 mm diameter. SANS data were collected at 25°C using 1 mm thick Hellma cylindrical quartz cells spanning a q-range of 0.003 \ q \ 0.85 Å -1 , where the wavevector, q = (4p/ksinh, is a function of scattering angle, 2h and neutron wavelength, k). The two-dimensional scattering data were circularly averaged and reduced to one-dimensional scattering profiles using MantidPlot software (Arnold et al. 2014) . Buffer containing the same solvent ratio (% D 2 O) as the sample were similarly measured and subtracted from the sample scattering as part of background correction. SANS intensities were fitted using the Unified Fit model (Eq. 1) (Beaucage 1995) AX (10 mg) was wetted with 0.08 mL 95% ethanol followed by 0.9 mL 85% D 2 O/15% H 2 O and vigorously mixed using an Eppendorf Thermomixer C, at 100°C for approx. 10 min. The solution was cooled to room temperature and the volume was adjusted to 1 mL with water. For SANS measurements, all the samples in 85% of D 2 O buffer were enclosed in 1 mm thick quartz cell and measured at room temperature and atmospheric pressure.
Atomistic models
Arabinoxylan models
The two models of AX were constructed using ''doGlycans'' package (Danne et al. 2017 ). Both models have the same backbone of 14 b(1,4)-linked Xyl residues. Their difference lies in the degree of Ara substitution. The low substitution model of AX (lsAX) has 4 Xyl backbone residues covalently linked (at the O3 position) to Ara side-chains, equivalent to a 29% of Ara substitution. The high substitution (hsAX) model has 9 Xyl backbone residues covalently linked (at the O3 position) to Ara side-chains, equivalent to a 64% of Ara substitution. The AX molecules were solvated in a cubical box of volume * 680 nm 3 with * 68,900 TIP3P (Jorgensen et al. 1983 ) water atoms with counter ions.
Glucuronoarabinoxylan-cellulose models
Two structural models of GAX polymers were generated using the experimentally-determined average chemical composition of maize GAX as a guide (Tabuchi et al. 2011 ). Both models have the same backbone of 56 b(1,4)-linked Xyl residues and, similar to AX, their difference lies in the degree of Ara substitution. The high substitution model, called hsGAX, has 38 Xyl backbone residues covalently linked (at the O3 position) to Ara side-chains, equivalent to a 67% degree of Ara substitution. The low substitution model, called lsGAX has 14 Xyl residues bonded to Ara, a 25% degree of Ara substitution. Both models also include one substitution of GlcA to the backbone (at the O2 position) and two FA are bonded to two Ara side-chains. The positions of all substitutions were assigned randomly.
A hexagonal 24-chain (degree of polymerization 70) elementary cellulose fiber (Wang and Hong 2016) was constructed using the cellulose Ib crystalline structure (Nishiyama et al. 2002) . The fiber has two types of faces exposed to the solvent: (200) crystallographic planes, commonly referred to as hydrophobic because non-polar aliphatic hydrogen atoms are exposed, and (110) and (1-10) crystallographic planes, called hydrophilic as they expose the more polar hydroxyl groups.
The GAX-cellulose model has two identical GAX molecules (either lsGAX or hsGAX) initially placed near a cellulose fiber, one GAX molecule close to the hydrophobic face and the other close to the hydrophilic (Fig. 1) . To check if the results depend on the initial conditions, a ''far'' model, in which the minimum distance between GAX and cellulose was 0.8 nm and a ''near'' model, in which the distance was 0.5 nm (data from the two sets of simulations are shown in Fig. 4) .
All GAX models were hydrated with TIP3P (Jorgensen et al. 1983 ) water molecules and two sodium ions (Beglov and Roux 1994) per GAX molecule were added to neutralize the system, as FA with pKa = 4.1 is deprotonated (Mota et al. 2008 ).
Molecular simulations
Hamiltonian replica-exchange MD simulations of AX CHARMM-GUI (http://www.charmm-gui.org), a web-based graphical user interface was utilized to prepare the simulation systems of AX in explicit water and input files for GROMACS engine. Hamiltonian replica-exchange MD simulations (HREMD) (Bussi 2013; Wang et al. 2011 ) of lsAX and hsAX were conducted using GROMACS 5.1.4 (Berendsen et al. 1995; Pronk et al. 2013 ) patched with PLUMED 2.3.4 (Bonomi et al. 2009; Bussi 2013) . Specifically, replica-exchange with solute tempering 2 (REST2) was employed (Wang et al. 2011) , in which the solutesolute interaction was scaled by a factor k, and solutesolvent interaction by Hk, whereas solvent-solvent interaction was unaltered. Here, k i is defined by T eff,0 / T eff,i , where i = 1, 2,…,n, is the effective temperature of ith highest replica and T eff,0 is the effective temperature of lowest replica (i.e., replica 0). This approach allows only the solute molecule to effectively heat up while the solvent remains cold at higher order replicas, such that the number of replicas required to enhance the sampling is greatly reduced compared to the commonly-used temperature replicaexchange MD simulation (Wang et al. 2011) . 8 replicas with effective temperature range of 300-500 K were used.
The CHARMM36 force field for carbohydrates was employed (Guvench et al. 2008 (Guvench et al. , 2009 ). The non-bonded parameters have been shown to reproduce monosaccharide-water interaction energies and distances obtained from Quantum Chemical HF/6-31G(d) calculations. Condensed phase properties were used to validate the force field: crystal lattice unit cell parameters, aqueous-phase densities, and aqueous NMR ring pucker. The force field was further validated by the calculated free energies of aqueous solvation being in good agreement with experiments. The accurate interaction energies and solvation free energies obtained with this force field provide evidence that the relative free energetics of different monomers are captured accurately in the present simulations.
All bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained using LINCS algorithm (Hess et al. 1997 ). The Verlet leapfrog algorithm was used to numerically integrate the equation of motions with a time step of 2 fs. A cut off of 1.2 nm was used for short-range electrostatics and Lenard-Jones interactions. Longrange electrostatic interactions were calculated by particle-mesh Ewald summation with a fourth order interpolation and a grid spacing of 0.16 nm (Darden et al. 1993) . The solute and solvent were coupled separately to a temperature bath of 300 K using modified Berendsen thermostat with a relaxation time of 0.1 ps. The pressure coupling was fixed at 1 bar using Parrinello-Rahman algorithm (Parrinello and Rahman 1981) with a relaxation time of 2 ps and isothermal compressibility of 4.5910 -5 bar -1 . The energy of each system was minimized using 1000 steepest decent steps.
All 8 replicas were equilibrated at NVT for 1 ns and then for 5 ns at NPT before attempting an exchange of Hamiltonian every 1 ps based on the imposed detailed balance conditions for the acceptance probability of exchange between neighboring replicas discussed elsewhere (Bussi 2013; Wang et al. 2011) . Each of the simulation achieved an average exchange probability of 0.3 \ p \ 0.4, which confirms the sufficient number of replicas used for an efficient sampling by HREMD. Nearly 200 ns long trajectories of lowest replica (i.e., 300 K) of hsAX and lsAX were used in analyses. An aggregate of 3.2 ls of simulations were ran. The efficiency of sampling by HREMD is shown in Fig. S3 , where each replica visits all other replicas frequently over the simulation steps.
Standard MD simulations of GAX-cellulose
The standard MD simulations of GAX-cellulose systems were performed employing the NAMD software (Phillips et al. 2005 ) and the CHARMM force fields for carbohydrates (Guvench et al. 2008 (Guvench et al. , 2009 and lignin (Petridis and Smith 2009) (to model FA). Periodic boundary conditions were applied. The Particle Mesh Ewald electrostatics method (Darden et al. 1993; Essmann et al. 1995 ) with a grid spacing of 0.11 nm were employed for the treatment of Coulomb interactions beyond 1.1 nm. A force switching function smoothly transitioned the Lennard-Jones forces to zero over the range of 1.0-1.1 nm. Multiple timestep integration was used, with timesteps of 2 fs for bonded and short-range non-bonded forces, and 4 fs for the long-range electrostatic forces. The neighbor list was updated every 10 steps with a pair-list distance of 1.25 nm. The SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert et al. 1977 ) was used to constrain all covalent bonds involving hydrogen atoms to their equilibrium values. The simulations were performed in the NPT ensemble, and the temperature was kept constant using the Langevin dynamics algorithm implemented in X-PLOR with a damping coefficient of 5 ps -1 . The pressure was held constant at 1 atm using the NoseHoover Langevin piston algorithm (Feller et al. 1995; Martyna et al. 1994) . 
DFT calculations
A snapshot (at 150 ns) of the hsGAX-cellulose MD simulation was employed to calculate intermolecular interaction energies between cellulose and GAX by ab initio electronic structure calculations. Two GAX fragments were selected, one with a FA (5 residues in total) and the other without (3 residues in total). The positions of all hydrogen atoms were optimized at the HF/6-31 ? G* (Ditchfield et al. 1971; Petersson et al. 1988 Petersson et al. , 1991 Roothaan 1951 ) level of theory, while the positions of all the non-hydrogen atoms were fixed. The interaction energy, defined as the energy of the complex minus the energy of the GAX and cellulose, between GAX and all cellulose monomers at a distance less than 0.6 nm from the GAX was calculated at the M052X/6-311 ? ? G (Krishnan et al. 1980; McLean and Chandler 1980; Zhao et al. 2006 ) level of theory.
The following high performance computing facilities were used: CADES at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and EDISON and CORI at National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center.
Results
Small angle neutron scattering
SANS experiments probed the structure of wheat arabinoxylan (AX). Three types of AX were studied: wild type AX (hsAX) that has 61% of Ara substitution, enzymatically debranched AX (ls_eAX) that has 43% of Ara substitution, and acid debranched AX (ls_aAX) with 35% of Ara substitution. hsAX and ls_aAX both contain some doubly substituted Xyl residues, whereas ls_eAX is devoid of doubly substituted Xyl residues.
For AX in solution the scattering intensities I(q) were fitted using the Unified Fit model (Fig. S2 , Table S1 in SI) (Beaucage 1995) :
where q is the wavevector, G and B are q-independent constants and I bkg is the constant incoherent background. We focus below on parameters R g and P that characterize the solution structure of AX (Fig. 2 , Table 1 ). R g is a measure of the characteristic size of the scattering ''particles'' (here AX). I(q) is not flat at the very low q (q \ 0.05 nm -1 ), which suggests the parameter R g in Eq.
(1) should be interpreted as a lower bound of the radius of gyration of the AX structures. The R g of hsAX (35.0 ± 1.2 nm) is found to be smaller than that of both ls_eAX and ls_aAX (Table 1) . We interpret the trend in R g as the lowsubstituted AX having a higher propensity to form polydisperse macromolecular networks/aggregates, which has been reported previously (Köhnke et al. 2011) . The absence of a low-q plateau, indicating AX aggregation, was found in the two concentrations we studied (10 and 20 mg/ml, see Fig. S1 ).
At intermediate q, the SANS intensities are found to display a power-law dependence on q. The power-law or Porod exponent (P) describes the degree of entanglement of AX chains, larger P values indicating a more entangled network. P is found here to be smaller than 3 for all the samples ( Table 1 ), indicating that the AX chains form a network that is partially penetrated by the solvent (a ''mass fractal''). We find that P decreases slightly, i.e. the AX network becomes less entangled, with increasing substitution and with the removal of doubly-substituted Xyl residues.
Molecular dynamics simulations
Conformational Properties of Solvated AX
We next examine the conformational properties of unbound AX in solution and their dependence on Ara substitution. The bending rigidity/stiffness, i.e. the resistance to bending, of AX is a mechanical property critical to its structural role in plant cell walls. The rigidity of a thermally fluctuating polymer is quantified here by calculating the orientational correlations of unit vectors tangential to Xyl backbone chain:
where n i is a unit vector connecting atoms C1 and C4 of Xyl monomer i, s is the contour length separating the two residues and \ … [ indicate time and ensemble averaging. The steeper the decay in C(s), the more flexible the AX backbone is (capable of bending significantly). We simulated two types of AX molecules in solution: lsAX and hsAX with 29% and 64% of Ara substitutions respectively. Decreasing the degree of Ara substitution is found to stiffen AX, as evident by the sharper decay in the tangent correlation function, C(s) for hsAX compared to lsAX (Fig. 3) . The persistence length (l p ) of an AX chain can be estimated by fitting Eq. (2) to C(s). We find the persistence length of lsAX correspond to 14 Xyl residues and that of hsAX to 10 Xyl residues.
GAX-cellulose binding
In standard MD simulations of GAX-cellulose (Fig. 1) , binding of GAX to cellulose is quantified by calculating the total number of intermolecular GAX-cellulose contacts, NCG (Fig. 4) . Two simulations were performed with different initial distance between GAX and cellulose. In both simulations, GAX is initially not bound to cellulose (NCG = 0). A gradual increase in NCG is observed as the simulations progress, with NCG reaching a plateau after * 75 ns. The hsGAX and lsGAX25 are found to form statistically similar number of contacts with cellulose, indicating that increased arabinose substitution does not significantly affect the GAX-cellulose interactions.
The backbone (Xyl) and side chain (Ara) per residue contacts to cellulose are not significantly influenced by the degree of Ara substitution (Table 2 , Fig. S4 ). Due to the small number of FA and GlcA residues per GAX molecule (two and one, respectively), the corresponding contacts to cellulose are noisy. Nonetheless, FA is found to bind stronger to cellulose than Xyl and Ara. Previous MD simulations showed a1-2 linked (Ara or GlcA) substitutions stabilize the GAX-cellulose binding on the hydrophilic surface (Pereira et al. 2017) . Here, only one a(1-2) GlcA substitution was simulated and, although GlcA formed interim binding to cellulose in agreement with the previous MD study, the statistics are not adequate to draw firm conclusions.
Density functional theory calculations
The interaction energy between GAX and cellulose was also obtained from single-point DFT calculations, using geometries from the MD simulations at 150 ns (see Methods for details). The interaction energy between cellulose and GAX fragments that include FA are more favorable (-10.6 kJ/mol per GAX monomer) than those of GAX fragments that do not contain FA (-9.1 kJ/mol per GAX monomer). Thus the DFT calculations indicate that (enthalpic) interaction energies contribute to the strong binding of FA to cellulose observed in the MD (Table 2) . However, we stress that binding is ultimately determined by free energy that includes entropic contributions. Table 1 The radius of gyration (R g ) and Porod exponent (P) are obtained by fitting the SANS data with Eq. 1. The uncertainties in the R g and P values are calculated from the error evaluation as discussed in SI and shown in 
Discussion
Important properties of plant primary cell walls depend on their hierarchical microarchitecture. On the mesoscale and above, structure is controlled by spatial and temporal coordination and localization of biosynthesis of the component biopolymers. At molecular level, the nano-architecture is influenced by interactions determined by the chemical properties of the individual polymers. Here, we have conducted neutron scattering experiments, MD simulations with enhanced sampling and quantum chemical calculations that provide a detailed understanding of how the degree of Ara substitution affects the molecular-level properties of substituted xylans, GAX and AX.
The strength of plant cell wall is commonly assessed by biomechanical experiments, during which the wall is extended rapidly, yielding first an irreversible plastic deformation, followed by reversible elastic extension (Tabuchi et al. 2011) . GAX is known to contribute to cell wall mechanics: solubilization of hsGAX decreased the plastic compliance, defined as the ratio of strain over stress (the inverse of stiffness), of the cell wall, but it did not change the elastic modulus (Tabuchi et al. 2011) .
AX structural role in cell walls is determined, in part, by AX binding to other cell wall polymers. AX association with other polymers and with itself is enhanced if its solubility is decreased. Solubility is determined by the free energy difference between fully solvated single molecules and their aggregated states. SANS experiments (Fig. 2) revealed debranching of the Xyl backbone leads to larger AX aggregates that contain more entangled chains. The more entangled lsAX are more flexible and thus have larger entropy than the hsAX. We probed the fully solvated individual molecules by enhanced sampling MD simulations (Fig. 3) and discovered removal of Ara side-chains increased the intrinsic stiffness and rigidity of AX and thus decreases its entropy. The combination of SANS and MD provides an entropic explanation of the previously-reported insolubility of wheat AX upon enzymatic debranching (Köhnke et al. 2011) . lsAX aggregation is favored entropically Fig. 4 Total number of GAX-cellulose contacts, defined here as the number of GAX atoms at distance less than 0.3 nm from cellulose, as a function of simulation time. The initial GAX-cellulose distance is 0.5 nm in (a), and 0.8 nm in (b) because the molecules transition from stiff to more flexible conformations.
Previous in vitro binding experiments (Carpita 1983) correlate lower Ara substitution with stronger GAX-cellulose binding (Kabel et al. 2007; Selig et al. 2015) . Binding is determined by the free energy difference between the bound and unbound states of GAX. The present simulations, which probe the cellulose-bound state, show that Ara substitution does not affect significantly the interaction of GAX with cellulose. The present SANS experiments, probing the unbound state, show decreasing Ara substitution increases the self-aggregation of unbound AX, thus lsGAX has lower solubility than hsGAX consistent with previous findings (Bosmans et al. 2014; Köhnke et al. 2011; Pitkanen et al. 2009 ). Based on the combination of the simulations and SANS results, we attribute the lower binding affinity to cellulose with increasing Ara substitution to an increase of the free energy of the unbound state.
We also found, from both MD simulations and DFT calculations, FA to contribute the most, per residue, to GAX-cellulose binding. This result is in agreement with ssNMR studies of cell walls that found FA and cellulose to be in spatial proximity (\ 1 nm apart) . FA may thus play an anchoring function in cell walls, stabilizing GAX-cellulose interactions. Our results may also reconcile ssNMR in vivo experiments ) and in vivo binding assay (Carpita 1983 ) that seemingly disagree on the extend of GAX-cellulose binding. The in vivo experiments, performed on cell walls whose GAX contains FA, show GAX-cellulose are in close spatial proximity , whereas the in vitro experiments, using isolated GAX that does not containing FA, shows GAX only weakly binds to cellulose (Carpita 1983) . Considering the strong binding propensity to cellulose of FA observed in the simulations, the above discrepancy could be explained by the difference in FA incorporation in the samples.
In addition to being a dominant hemicellulose of the primary walls of grasses, xylan is also a major component of the secondary cell walls in vascular plants. In the latter, substitutions (acetyl, Ara, GlcA) to the xylan backbone are found in evenly spaced Xyl residues (Busse-Wicher et al. 2014 MartinezAbad et al. 2017) , which enables strong binding between cellulose and xylan (Busse-Wicher et al. 2014 Grantham et al. 2017; Pereira et al. 2017; Simmons et al. 2016) . Xylan adopts in solution a threefold screw conformation, but transitions to a flat ribbon twofold screw conformation when binding to cellulose, which facilitates binding to cellulose (Busse-Wicher et al. 2014 Martinez-Sanz et al. 2017) . Our study focuses on xylans found in the primary wall of grasses, whose precise substitution pattern in unknown.
Based on the results provided here we show below a hypothetical arrangement of GAX and cellulose polymers in grass walls (Fig. 5) . hsGAX forms weak interactions with cellulose and adopts more mobile conformations in solution. hsGAX can therefore act as a spacing agent that prevents cellulose microfibrils from coming together. Conversely lsGAX is stiffer in solution, interacts more strongly with cellulose and self-aggregates. lsGAX may therefore be more localized in plant cell walls and promote cellulose bundling. The close association of rigid GAX with cellulose obtained by ssNMR is Table 2 Number of contacts to cellulose per GAX residue, averaged over the last 75 ns of the MD simulations, see 
Conclusions
Substituted xylans, major hemicelluloses in the primary cell walls of grasses, contribute to cell wall strength and mechanics. They consist of a Xyl backbone substituted with Ara side-chains (the latter sometimes also contain FA). To rationalize the function of AXs, we determine how their chemical compositions, specifically the degree of Ara substitution, affect their structural and binding properties. In solution, AX was found by SANS to form a macromolecular network penetrated by solvent. SANS showed lower substitution AX to form larger networks, whose AX molecules are more entangled, than high substitution AX. HREMD simulations show that individually solvated AX molecules are more flexible when highly substituted. Thus entropic considerations, that the self-aggregated state of low-substituted AX has favorable configurational entropy, may explain the decreased solubility of lsAX as well as its strong binding to cellulose. MD simulations and density functional theory calculations further show that ferulic acid, an aromatic moiety found in some of the Ara residues, makes strong non-covalent interactions with cellulose fibers. The above results suggest ferulic acid potentially playing an anchoring role to facilitate binding to cellulose.
